
Panoramic invests in leading 
electric vehicle charging specialist
In summer 2018 we invested £2.25m in 
electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure 
specialist Pod Point. The investment marks 
Panoramic’s sixth investment from its  
second fund. 

London based Pod Point are the UK’s leading 
provider of electric vehicle charging. Since 
forming in 2009, Pod Point has manufactured 
and sold over 40,000 charging points and 
developed one of the UK’s largest public 
networks, connecting EV drivers with 
thousands of charging stations nationwide at 
locations such as Sainsbury’s and Southern 
Rail. Through Pod Point’s network of smart 

home, workplace and public charging points 
the Company has powered over 44 million 
miles of EV motoring.

Funding from Panoramic will allow Pod Point 
to continue its rapid expansion throughout 
the UK and Europe with additional 
investment in sales, product development 
and working capital as the business continues 
to scale. 

Stephen Campbell, Partner at Panoramic 
commented, “Pod Point is at the forefront of 
electric vehicle infrastructure in the UK and 
we saw an opportunity to access the high 
growth anticipated in the EV market. We 
were also impressed by the depth and quality 

of Pod Point’s management, technology and 
operations. We believe that Pod Point will 
play an important role in providing the large 
amount of infrastructure needed in the UK  
to support the growth of EVs over the  
coming years”. 

Senior Investment Manager David Atkinson 
added “the evolution to electric vehicles is 
gathering momentum and we are pleased  
to have the opportunity to invest in one of  
the UK’s leading independent companies in 
this sector” n

Panoramic exits body worn video 
specialist Edesix
In October 2018 Panoramic was pleased to 
announce the fifth exit from its first fund. 
Edesix, a specialist in body worn video 
hardware and software, was sold to Vigilant 
Solutions of Livermore, California.

Based in Edinburgh, Edesix sells across 
multiple global markets and has grown 
strongly following Panoramic’s investment 
in 2014. Under the direction of CEO Richie 
McBride, the business will continue its 
expansion as part of Vigilant, a provider 
of artificial intelligence and data analytics 
technologies for public safety.

During Panoramic’s investment, Edesix 
has successfully developed its product 

and software range, entered into new 
international markets and delivered multiple 
high-profile contracts including HM Prisons 
and several police services both at home and 
abroad. The company was recently placed 
in this year’s Sunday Times Hiscox Tech 
Track 100 and was the winner of the BVCA’s 
Management Team of the Year Award in 
Scotland in 2016.

David Wilson, partner at Panoramic, who led 
the investment in Edesix said of the sale:

“Edesix’s success has been driven by a 
dynamic and exceptional management  
team navigating a rapidly changing and 
growing market. This investment is a great 
example of Panoramic’s successful strategy 
to back high growth companies in Scotland 

and the UK to develop their potential across 
the globe.

We wish Richie and his team every success as 
part of Vigilant, and look forward to following 
their continued success. I would also like to 
put on record our thanks to the rest of the 
board, including chairman Gordon Thomson 
and non-executive director David Carrick.” n
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In April we were pleased to announce that David Atkinson was 
promoted to Senior Investment Manager in recognition of his hard 
work on a number of transactions. 

In November Panoramic portfolio 
companies Majestic Polymers and DSA Chemicals announced the 
appointment of John Bush as Chairman. John obtained a PhD in 
Chemical Engineering at Cambridge University before a career 
working for chemical companies across the world. 

In January we welcomed Janette Thorburn to Panoramic as Office 
Manager in our Glasgow office. Janette joins Panoramic from 
Saracen Fund Managers to provide administrative and marketing 
assistance to the team. n

PEOPLE

PORTFOLIO: A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF… PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES

Investing in people 
This year PTI offered four-year 
apprenticeships to Jack Palin, Zac Golder 
and Gabriel Sosnowski. PTI’s partnership 
with the EEF (manufacturing college) 
means they gain exposure to classroom-
based learning and hands on experience 
in a controlled environment at EEF during 
their first year and increase their time at 
PTI over subsequent years to put their skills 
into practice. The EEF facility is state of the 
art and offers a great learning experience. 
Their time on site is also very important 
to PTI as they learn from the outset the 
niches associated with the industry and the 
importance of precision and high quality. 

During non-teaching weeks the apprentices 
return to site and have an opportunity to 
work on the shop floor; they also have an 
opportunity to learn new skills through PTI’s 
time served experts, gaining exposure to high 
profile customers including Mercedes. It’s 
very rewarding to be able to support young 
ambitious school leavers and graduates to 

develop manufacturing and engineering 
skills which play such a vital role in the UK 
economy. PTI wishes them all the best for 
their exciting career ahead. 

New senior appointments
In September 2018 PTI were delighted to 
welcome Lee Wardell to the board. Lee  
joined the team 
a year ago as 
Operations 
Director. He 
continues to drive 
significant process 
improvements 
through the 
factory and 
enhance PTI’s 
service offering. Lee works closely with PTI’s 
major customers and is an integral part of the 
team. PTI also welcomed HR manager Faye 
Norris to the team.

Motorsport
2018 has seen another busy year for PTI (and 
fans alike), in particular with Formula One 
and motorsport where drive components are 
supplied either directly to race teams or via 
leading engine and transmission assemblers. 
PTI have garnered many accolades and built 
up an impressive customer base for quality, 
performance and delivery. Outside F1 PTI 
continue to supply components to A1 GP, 
Indy, Cart, Rally, GT, Historic and Moto GP 
classes of motor racing. n

Precision Technologies (PTI) began in the 
1960s as a specialist automotive toolmaker 
located in Tamworth. From there the business 
expanded into a wide range of sectors, 
including oil and gas and medical. Today, many 
of PTI’s components are used in high-profile 
applications including Formula One where 
PTI has built significant expertise. Panoramic 
backed a management buy-in of the company 
in December 2015.

Investing in assets
In March this year PTI took delivery of 
the latest specification of gear grinding 
machinery, the impressive Viper 500K from 
Hofler. The first of its kind in the UK, it will 
provide additional capability and capacity to 
produce the most complex gear geometries 
to the highest standards. The Viper 500k has 
taken pride of place on the factory floor and 
customers are delighted with the enhanced 
service that PTI can provide.  Panoramic 
invested additional funds to support the 
machine purchase. 

And finally...
In other news, Heck! stepped it up again 
and received some fantastic UK and even 
international media coverage for their 
coveted sausage football kit. 

We were delighted to hold our golf day and 
also a cycling event – thanks to everyone 
for two enjoyable days out. 
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Private Equity investors believe they bring 
‘smart money’ to the table when investing to 
grow a business. Prospective management 
teams rightly want to understand what 
this looks like in practice, given the co-
ownership and longer investment horizon 
of PE investment. Academia provide some 
interesting research into what value PE can 
bring and we share a few examples of how 
we work with and support the companies we 
invest in. 

Support: why, where and how? 
A growing SME often means 
management are stretched and 
filling many different roles. Extra 
resource and support can have 
a transformational impact in 
freeing up management to focus 
on their core role and objectives. 
We find the challenges facing 
companies we work with are 
common in nature, whichever 
sector they operate in: 
growing sales, finding 
quality people, dealing 
with difficult customers and 
navigating changing technology 
and regulation to name a few. Support 
required depends on what is happening 
in a business at any moment and changes 
regularly. It’s key to respond quickly on 
issues that come up and help management 
in whatever way possible to overcome these 
and move forward. This can vary from acting 
as a sounding board or finding a specialist, to 
rolling up our sleeves and actively working  
on specific projects. Having capacity to 
support is equally as important as knowledge 
– It’s no good saying you can add value but 
not have the time. Basic things like being 
available to speak at short notice, listening to 
people and thinking openly and creatively  
can give management confidence to make 
better decisions. 

What does the research say? 
Overall, the value adding theory stacks-up 
to the scrutiny of academic research which 
has broadly underlined the benefits of 
private equity at company level and on the 
wider economy. Company-level research 

indicates PE backed firms exhibit increased 
productivity, stronger growth and greater 
profitability compared to similar non-PE 
backed firms. Evidence also points to PE 
investment driving increases in innovation 
and employment levels. From our own 
experience this can be anything from helping 
companies access government grants  
right through to assisting on the search for a 
new hire. 

Interestingly, data 
from the last recession indicated that PE 
backed companies perform better during 
financial crises than similar non-private PE 
backed companies. An important point given 
the current uncertain economic climate and 
where we sit in the business cycle. Having 
a good equity investor can be invaluable in 
difficult circumstances – equity investors 
need to work through the good and bad alike 
and have a vested interest in doing what is 
best for the company over the long run given 
a typical 10-year fund lifecycle. 

Any examples? 
By the nature of our jobs, exit is an area we 
have a lot of experience of and is usually a 
first time event for management, examples 
of support here can include negotiation 

strategy, information preparation, process 
management, appointing the right advisors 
and finding potential purchasers – we have 
sold three of our Fund 1 portfolio companies 
to trade buyers based in the US alone. Exits 
are a very emotive and intense time for 
management where a calming influence can 
make a big difference. 

Professionalisation is an important step in 
going from a small owner managed business 
to a larger more structured business. A 
solid board and well-structured senior 

management team makes a big difference. 
Where appropriate we have introduced 
industry chairmen to support our 

companies, these are usually industry 
specialists who bring specific value 

to the business, rather than a 
‘portfolio NXD’ who has little 
involvement with the company 

other than at the monthly board. 
It’s also fundamental to help keep 

the entrepreneurial spirit of a small 
company as it grows. 

So what? 
Whether it’s a buyout or growth 

capital transaction, management 
teams who we invest in are often 
receiving PE investment for first 

time – it’s an unknown quantity and 
can be daunting. The research supports the 
theory that PE investors add value, and we 
are fortunate that to a greater extent these 
findings are reflected in the businesses we 
have backed. Approaches differ across the 
industry and it’s good to understand the level 
and type of support that may be available 
upfront and how this might be delivered. 

We are low volume investors who are 
passionate about the businesses we work 
with and proactively do whatever we can to 
provide support where appropriate, without 
interfering on the day-to-day running of the 
business. We back management and provide 
them with the freedom and confidence to 
achieve their vision for their business, whilst 
having the reassurance of knowing we can 
be called upon to provide the right support 
at the right time to overcome the challenges 
that arise along what is an exciting journey. n

Private Equity Investment:  
More than money



In June 2017, Panoramic supported the 
Employee buyout of specialist laser system 
distributor, Photonic Solutions, based at Heriot 
Watt University in Edinburgh. Over a year 
later, Managing Director Andrew Blain gives 
his views on the process, prospects for the 
company and current trends in the sector. 

How was your first year following 
the Employee buyout?
The first year has gone very well. Since buying 
the company trade continues to grow and we 

have also 
been able to 
consolidate 
our position 
in the UK 
market. Our 
customers 
and 
suppliers 

have responded well to the new management 
team. The relationship with Panoramic has 
been very collaborative and they have always 
taken an active role in the direction of the 
business, bringing their wider experience and 
applying it to Photonic Solutions.

What changes have happened – 
good/bad?
Every member of the management team, and 
indeed all the employees, have increased their 
responsibilities. With the ex-directors leaving 
the company, our head count dropped and 
their responsibilities had to be picked up by 
others. As we all own a share in the business 
we have a vested interest to make sure that it 
is a continued success.

What attracted you to doing an 
Employee buyout?
We felt it was important that every member 
of the team had a say in the direction of the 
company. One of the main strengths of our 
business is the people who run it. Having them 
invested in the company will be a real positive 
for the long term future of the company.

What are current and future 
trends in the photonics industry?
We are seeing a real improvement in the 
reliability and accessibility of laser systems 
across the board. Gone are the days when a 
PhD laser physicist was required to operate 
and maintain your average laser – the vast 
majority of these systems are now user-

installable out of the box, 
with hands-free automated 
operation becoming the 

norm. We are also seeing 
the continued rapid growth of 

using lasers in a wide variety of 
manufacturing processes.

How worried are you by Brexit?
In general, I think the net effect of Brexit for 
Photonic Solutions will be fairly flat. There 
are some obvious concerns, specifically as 
many of our customers rely on government 
funding to carry out their research which in 
turn might have an impact upon their ability to 
purchase equipment. On the other hand, being 
the UK representative for many European-
based manufacturers will likely increase our 
importance as a partner, and the role to play 
in promoting and providing support to their 
products in the UK.

What are your goals for the 
business over the coming year?
We have some very ambitious growth targets 
over the next 18 months. Our plan is to achieve 
this by growing our current market share 
whilst also addressing new markets by bringing 
on new products in related fields. With 
photonics being such a growing sector, there is 
always exciting new technology which brings 
with it real opportunities. n
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What we invest in:
Panoramic invest into established UK businesses with an investment need of between £1m-£5m. We invest in a variety of situations including 
development capital, replacement capital and management buy in/buyouts taking minority or majority stakes. We invest across a broad range of 
sectors and our second fund, which we are currently investing, is £65m and backed by large institutions. 


